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Effects of climate change on high-elevation plant communities and their ecological processes 

     The purpose of this project was to understand the current composition and distribution of the 

vegetation above 1900m.a.s.l. in the northern Columbia Mountains and to create monitoring sites 

in which we can observe soil temperature, soil nutrients and plant cover changes over time. The 

classification for high-elevation plant communities can be useful for describing terrestrial 

ecosystems. Understanding some of the thresholds that govern the current distribution of plants 

can assist land managers and scientists in developing reclamation plans for sites at high-elevation 

in the Cariboo Mountains. Both the classification and the long-term monitoring sites will 

contribute toward detecting any significant changes in vegetation associated with climate change.  

    The project started on May 2007 and is projected to end on December 2012; in addition to the 

FIA-FSP funding, the Ministry of Forests and Range Southern Interior Research Branch has 

contributed financially in-kind and cash. The methodology for developing the classification 

followed the provincial standard for describing terrestrial ecosystems. The procedures for setting 

up the long-term monitoring site followed the protocol for the multi-summit approach developed 

by the Global Observation and Research in Alpine Environments research programme. The 

classification was based on the observations and Relevè plots collected throughout two growing 

seasons. In essence, the classification is the main researcher’s interpretation of what group of 

plants most commonly occur under different combinations of snow-melt regime and soil 

moisture. The long-term monitoring sites consist on a set of 27 soil temperature data-loggers 

adjacent to 112 1m
2
 quadrants (1 data-logger per 4 quadrants) which cover an elevation gradient 

between 2050m.a.s.l. and 2500m.a.s.l. Thirty-two of these quadrants have been re-surveyed for 3 

consecutive years, and by the end of the project all quadrants will have been resurveyed at least 

once. The scope of the project is to understand the basic composition, distribution and function 

of ecosystems above 1900m.a.s.l with regional applicability for the Columbia Mountains 

between Clearwater, B.C. and Wells, B.C.  

     The distribution and vigour of the vegetation within the study area was found to be strongly 

associated with snow-depth, which is greatly determined by topography. It is not unusual to find 

adjacent sites with a variation in their respective growing seasons of +/- 25%; for example 

snowbeds (depressions in the landscape) will often hold their snow well into July while the 

adjacent sites become snow-free by June. At a landscape level the same phenomenon was 

observed, with cool and leeward aspects often being snow-covered 1 month or more after the 

warm and windward aspects become snow-free. At the treeline ecotone, the same phenomenon 

was observed between forested sites and their adjacent openings. As trees protrude from the 

snowpack, the heat that they capture and re-radiate enhances snowmelt around them. Also, the 

interception of snow and its subsequent sublimation from the canopy, results in shallower 
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snowpacks and a longer growing season than in the adjacent non-forested sites. This results in a 

positive-feedback mechanism whereby once trees colonize a microsite (often raised microsites) 

their growth results in a diminished snowpack around them, which in turn enables them to 

further propagate (often through snow-press induced layering).  

    The variability in microsites and in the associated plant communities makes mapping these 

ecosystems a particularly daunting task. To overcome this variability, the classification was 

developed to encompass the natural range of variability in broader units which can capture the 

range of plant communities that might occur in an area. The site series were named based on the 

plants that occur throughout the spatial extent of the units, and although these plants are often 

dominant, they need not be the dominant species in a site for it to be described under its site 

series. Instead, it is the combination of plants (plant community) and site character that is used in 

determining to which site series (or combination thereof) a given area belongs.  

    It proved difficult to find patterns in the variability of soil nutrients throughout the sites. The 

difference in timing of snow-melt might account for the lack of plant-soil nutrient patterns within 

the long-term monitoring sites. Likewise, soil temperatures varied considerably throughout 

vegetation types. Notably, the sites on ‘warm’ aspects displayed an increased vulnerability to 

cold temperatures during the fall and early winter. While sites on ‘cool’ aspects maintained 

steady soil temperatures as they became insulated by snow-cover, the sites on ‘warm’ aspects are 

susceptible to becoming exposed to sub-zero temperatures since the early loss of snow-cover - 

during the early fall and winter- leaves them exposed to the frigid temperatures.  

     Throughout the project it’s become apparent that in areas of high snowfall, the inter-annual 

variability in snowpack and weather needs to be accounted for so that the results from the re-

surveys are actually capturing long-term changes in climate and not the yearly variation of snow-

depth and the growing season’s weather. For example, the summer of 2009 had a moderate/late 

snowmelt and within three weeks the sites were experiencing drought conditions. This resulted in 

a reduction in the cover of some of the vegetation compared to the previous year. Such 

variability is important to account for before using the observations from these sites as evidence 

for the effects of climate change.  

    For further information please contact Federico G. Osorio at federicoosorio@hotmail.com.  
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